Museum Hours
Tuesday – Saturday: 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Closed Sunday and Monday

Admission
Admission to the Mosaic Templars Cultural Center is free.

Group Tours
Reservations are required for all group tours.
Please contact the Education Department at 501-683-3592
(for student groups) or 501-683-3620 (for adult groups).
More information about group tours is available at
MosaicTemplarsCenter.com.

Mosaic Templars Cultural Center
501 W. Ninth St. • Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
501-683-3593 • 501-682-5866 (fax)
MosaicTemplarsCenter.com
e-mail: info@mosaictemplarscenter.com
The experience of African Americans in Arkansas is as varied as the landscape of the state. From the fields of the Delta to the industries of southern and western Arkansas to the hustle and bustle of urban centers, the story of black Arkansans is rich in history and deeply rooted in heritage.

The Emancipation Proclamation and the arrival of federal troops in 1863 meant the abolition of slavery in Arkansas. The promised freedom was curtailed by racial discrimination and a political system that failed to protect the political, social and economic rights of black Arkansans.

Active in civil rights, education, church organizations, recreational activities and politics, black Arkansans have made an indelible mark on the state. Arkansans such as James T. White of Phillips County, who was elected to the Arkansas General Assembly in 1871, W. Harold Flowers, a lawyer from Pine Bluff who championed the right to vote, and Edith Irby, the first African American to graduate from the University of Arkansas Medical School, have led by example and inspired generations of black Arkansans. These stories and countless others make up the fabric of Arkansas's African-American history.

“Despite the dreadful conditions under which black people lived, as a race, we survived. Black people not only survived, they remained optimistic that a better life would someday arrive. They kept a dream alive that their children would become educated, prosperous, and ultimately respected in the broader of society.”

– John O. Gibson, To Dream in Helena